FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF STEEL BEAMS WITH WEB APERTURES UNDER FIRE CONDITION
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ABSTRACT

This work is intended to analyse the behaviour steel beams with apertures under high temperatures rise due to fire using finite elements simulations with ANSYS software. It includes a structural fire analysis and a comparative study of cellular and castellated steel beams which takes into account transient temperature effect, material and geometric non-linear behaviour. FE models which estimate limiting time, mid-span deflection and failure temperature are presented for hexagonal and circular types of web opening shapes under several uniform load levels. The study shows that for any beam with closely spaced openings failure in fire will in most cases be caused by failure of the steel web. The numbers of web-openings and cells as well as their shapes are critical for the behaviour of castellated sections and cellular beams under fire condition.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Steel cellular and castellated beams are being widely used in multi-storey buildings when long spans are required with a major benefit of using apertures to accommodate the under floor ducts [1], Fig. 1 [2]. The apertures however induce some penalties, at ambient on the load carrying capacity [3,4] and on the vertical displacement increase in the region of web openings [5] as well as on volume for calculation of section factor at elevated temperatures.
Behaviour of steel beams with apertures is complex at ambient and their response under fire conditions is more complex so that it is necessary to use finite element simulations to analyse their behaviour [7,8]. Research studies investigated the behaviour of open web steel beams at room temperature with concerns about cost optimization [1] and collapse mechanisms [9]. Vierendeel action across openings [10], web post resistance and deflection [11,12]. Most recent projects carried at ambient are based on experiments considering novel sinusoidal web-opening or based on numerical parametric study by varying depth of openings [13-15]. At present there are only design guides addressing beams with web openings, at ambient temperature known as annex N from EC3 and P100, P355 from SCI [16-18] and no uniform design guidance is available for high temperatures [19]. Although the traditional way of fire design using room temperature steel properties considers beams with insulation, the requirements for insulation for open web steel beams for fire resistance design is still controversial to date [20,21]. The ‘550°C’ default limiting temperature is inappropriate to all types of cellular beams [21]. For any beam with closely spaced openings failure in fire will be caused in most cases by failure of the steel web. From research carried out on cellular beams, it has been shown that if the temperature of the web-post increases faster than expected then beam failure may occur by web-post buckling between the openings or by Vierendeel bending at the opening [22,23]. In a fire situation the elastic modulus of steel reduces rapidly in comparison to its strength [24], which results in more rapid reduction of capacities based on buckling rather than those based on strength. For a beam with web openings at a design degree of utilisation, web post failure may occur before the section reaches the limiting temperature of members in bending [25,26]. Recent studies on open-web steel and composite beams were to seek adequate safety under fire conditions by experiments and numerical analyses to include passive protection [21,23,27] or to account for the tensile membrane effect [28-30]. A full scale test under realistic fire that included long span 15 m cellular beams [31] has brought about further understanding on their performance. It has demonstrated a deflection due to thermal bowing effect caused by the non-uniform temperature, a lateral displacement of the bottom flange and the development of a membrane action. Fire design guidance for steel beams with web apertures is mostly improved by structural finite element models that facilitate parametric study which produces the limiting temperature and the corresponding heating up time for different opening shapes. In this work, open-web steel beams having different ratios of opening spacing are studied under elevated temperature with two different web aperture geometries, hexagonal and circular. A parametric study is done, in which the web post width, the distance between the holes, in cellular and castellated beams is varied to the lowest distance possible with other dimensions being unchanged. Large web openings are considered in which the web post is the vulnerable part in a fire situation and it is therefore important that the steel web temperature needs to be controlled. Analyses are done using ANSYS [32] finite element models, 4 nodes SHELL131 and 4 nodes structural SHELL181 for thermal and mechanical analyses respectively, are used for open-web beams. The primal model considers non-uniform high temperature rise on the steel sections under ISO834 fire curve [33]. For the later, thermo-mechanical simulations produced limiting temperature for each model and mid-span vertical displacements at beam failure as well as von Mises strain and stress distribution around openings and on web-posts. Comparison of results for maximum
vertical deflections, limiting temperatures and failure modes is done among the different types of open-web beams to show the influence of opening spacing.
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**Figure 1. Flame Cutting process of castellated and cellular steel beams and openings integrating services [2]**

### 2. BEAM GEOMETRY AND STRUCTURAL DESIGN AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

Castellated and circular openings are obtained by oxycutting or plasmacutting process on a I parent profile in the appropriate pattern, half hexagonal line or circular by a double pass cutting, after which the two halves are separated and welded together [2] Fig. 1.

The geometry of such beams is guided by two most important parameters, the diameter $a_0$ and the web post width $w$. In the present study all steel beams are from hot rolled IPE500 parent I section of class 1 and web openings are located along the centreline of the web on a 7m span. The outlined dimensions in Fig. 2 are from EC3 annex N [16] and the geometrical parameters for web post width and ratio of opening spacing are set according to the following prescribed limitations and guidelines [11,34]:

- The width $w$ of the web post should be at least equal to 130 mm;
- The ratio $e/a_0$ should at least equal to 1.25;
- The ratio $h/a_0$ should be at least equal to 1.25 and not greater than 4.0;
- $e$ is the spacing between regular openings and $h$ is the total height of the beam.

Diameter of cells and the width of hexagons is $a_0=38$ cm and kept constant for all cases.

The beams of steel grade S355 are simply supported, pin-roller, and subjected to a uniformly distributed load. A preliminary design at ambient using ACB+ software [34] was conducted to work out the ultimate load $q_{ult}$ that checks, cross-section resistance at web opening and post locations, shear buckling of the web and resistance of the beam to the lateral torsional buckling according to the principles of Eurocode 3 [15]. Table 1 is a summary of the dimensions and load design values $q_{Ed}$ at room temperature for cases of study.
Figure 2. Geometric shapes & Properties of beams with web opening

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>CELL.10/HEX10</th>
<th>CELL11</th>
<th>CELL.12/HEX12</th>
<th>CELL.13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w (mm)</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>220.02</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e (mm)</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>600.02</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a = e/a₀</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q Ed (kN/m)</td>
<td>73.51</td>
<td>72.84</td>
<td>73.33</td>
<td>72.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CELLn, HEXn stands for cellular and castellated beam with n regular openings.

For castellated beams, the height of the hexagonal opening is worked out to get the closest possible match with the circular surface shape for a corresponding cellular beam with the same number of openings. They are also subject to the same design load value q Ed to allow for possible comparisons between numerical models in the subsequent analyses under fire conditions.

3. FIRE ACTION AND STRUCTURAL RESPONSE

3.1 Fire curves
A real fire curve is characterized by 3 phases: a pre-flashover phase, a fully developed phase and a decay phase and can be simplified by a parametric compartment fire Fig. 3 [35]. Most structural damage occurs during the fully developed fire phase and only the fully developed fire phase is taken into account. The reference time t₀, Fig. 3, is regarded as the origin of the temperature-time coordinate system, corresponding to the point of flashover. EC1 [33] proposes a standard fire curve called ISO 834 which represents a single phase ever rising gas temperature θ in °C, Fig. 3, at time t in minutes according to the following equation:

$$\theta_g = 20 + 345\log_{10}(8t + 1)$$

(1)
3.2 Material property at elevated temperatures

The response of structural steel members under fire conditions is governed by thermal Fig. 4, mechanical properties and deformation Fig. 5 [24]. The strength of steel decreases as the temperature increases beyond 400°C and the stiffness also decreases with increasing temperature as the Young’s modulus begins to decrease earlier at 100 ºC Fig. 5(a) [35]. The steel mechanical behaviour follows relationships given in EN1993-1-2 [24] and in all simulations material’s non-linearity is established by means of stress-strain diagram in Fig. 5(b).

The nominal value for the structural strength fy

20, Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio v are 355 N/mm², 21.10^4 N/mm² and 0.3 respectively for parent solid and open-web steel beams cases of study.

Figure 4. Steel thermal properties vs temperature (a) Conductivity & specific heat; (b) Thermal expansion
3.3 Failure modes and failure criteria of open web steel beams

At ambient a beam containing web holes should be checked against number possible failure modes such as global bending and vertical shear, web-post bending and horizontal shear, web-post buckling and Vierendeel bending [9,10]. These make two groups of criteria for plastic resistance and for resistance to instability checked for the beams at room temperature using ACB+ design tool from which the ultimate limit state load is worked out Table 1. For the fire condition, the mode of failure may differ from that at the ambient condition as the temperature increases, the elastic modulus of the section decreases at a greater rate than the yield strength Fig. 5(a). Particularly for steel beams with web openings, previous studies have shown that the critical temperature attained in the steel beam is also influenced by opening geometry, size and opening spacing [19,26]. Throughout this work the main assessment of fire resistance of the steel beams consists on the determination of the limiting temperature and the corresponding heating up time when the beams are analysed by the ANSYS software. Comparison is done against critical temperatures obtained using the ACB+ software for different cases presented. The main representative results at failure time, failure behaviour, maximum vertical displacements and temperature profiles are presented.

4. EUROCODE APPROACH FOR TEMPERATURE INCREASE IN UNPROTECTED STEEL BEAMS

The design temperature of the unprotected steel beams is calculated based on the simple method provided by EN 1993-1-2 [24] which assume an equivalent uniform temperature distribution throughout the cross section.

The increase in steel temperature during a small time interval is calculated with a reference temperature $\theta_{\text{ref}} = 20^\circ\text{C}$ representing the ambient temperature of the beam by
default. Considering that the temperature of the section at time $t_i$ is equal to $\theta_{a,t(i)}$, the temperature $\theta_{a,t(i+1)}$ in time $t_{i+1} = t_i + \Delta t$ is determined as follows:

$$\theta_{a,t(i+1)} = \theta_{a,t(i)} + \Delta \theta_{a,t}$$

$$\Delta \theta_{a,t} = k_{sh} \frac{1}{c_a \rho_a} \left( \frac{A_m}{V} \right) h_{\text{net},d} \Delta t$$

where $k_{sh}$ is the correction factor for shadow effect; $A_m/V$ is the section factor associated with the steel section [1/m] by default $k_{sh} = 0.7$ (value for the rebuilt section) [19]; $\rho_a$ is the density of the steel [kg/m$^3$]; $c_a$ is the specific heat of steel [J/kg K] Fig. 4a [24]; $h_{\text{net},d}$ the net heat flux [W/m$^2$], representing the thermal actions to which the surface of the member is exposed.

The net heat flux is determined considering the heat transfer by convection and radiation.

$$h_{\text{net},d} = \alpha_c (\theta_g - \theta_m) + \Phi \varepsilon_m \varepsilon_f \sigma \left[ (\theta_g + 273)^4 - (\theta_m + 273)^4 \right]$$

where $\alpha_c$ is the coefficient of convection taken here as 25 W/m$^2$K for standard fire curve ISO 834; $\theta_g$ is the gas temperature calculated by equation (1) for the normalized ISO curve; $\theta_m$ is the surface temperature of the member; $\Phi$ is a configuration factor taken equal to 1; $\varepsilon_m$ is the surface emissivity of the member taken as 0.7 for carbon steel; $\varepsilon_f$ is the emissivity of the fire, taken as 1; $\sigma$ is the Stephan Boltzmann constant equal to $5.67 \times 10^{-8}$ [W/m$^2$K$^4$].

The method of calculating section factor for steel beams with apertures is treated in a different manner than in the case of solid steel section and should be calculated at the level of the web post as well as at the net section at the level of an opening [19].

The critical heating up time is reached when $\theta_{a,t} = \theta_{a,cr}$. The critical temperature $\theta_{a,cr}$ at time $t$ for a member is determined for any degree of utilization $\mu_0$ and evaluated using analytical approach from EN 1993-1-2 [2].

$$\theta_{a,cr} = 39.19 \ln \left[ \frac{1}{0.9674 \mu_0^{3/833}} - 1 \right] + 482 \ (°C)$$

The degree of utilization $\mu_0$ is basically the design loading in fire as a proportion of the design resistance at ambient temperature (or at time $t=0$) but using the material partial safety factors which apply in fire design rather than in normal strength design.

The ACB+ software comprises the Eurocode calculation procedure and critical temperatures for the different cellular beams cases are presented in Table 2 and are used for comparison with the finite element models.
5. FINITE ELEMENT MODEL AND VALIDATION

5.1 Structural model at room temperature
The finite element software ANSYS [32] was used to investigate the behaviour of web aperture steel beams. Structural SHELL181 finite element model is generated throughout both flanges and web of the different beams with nonlinear material and large displacement behaviour considered in the analyses. This finite element presents four nodes with six DOF per node which are translations and rotations on the X, Y, and Z axis, respectively.

The Finite Element Model was first verified at room temperature against the numerical model of simply supported steel beams with a single opening, case D41, established by Flavio R. et al. [15]. It uses restrictions applied on appropriate nodes to simulate applied load and support present in the later model to allow for comparison.

The model material non-linearity was considered through a bilinear elastoplastic response with a 5% strain hardening and a 205,000 MPa Young’s modulus. During the numerical investigation it was ensured that the collapse model avoids lateral torsional buckling by applying lateral restrains along the top flange of the beam span. The load-displacement curve (Fig. 6) obtained from FEM simulation agree very well by which a load capacity of 648.433 kN is depicted and the validity of the FEM can be proved.

![Figure 6. (a) Finite element Shell181 [32]; (b) Load-displacement curve](image)

5.2 Thermal model
A heat transfer analysis is carried out using the thermal SHELL131 [32], Fig. 7(a), with four nodes 3-D layered shell element, Fig. 7(a), having in-plane and through thickness thermal conduction capability applicable to a 3-D transient thermal analysis. The simulations account for radiation with the emissivity coefficient ε of 0.7 at steel surface and convection α being 4 W/m²K and 25 W/m²K for room and fire temperatures respectively [24,35].

The temperature distribution is dependent upon the radiation and convection characteristics of the surface of the members and conduction of the heat within the members. In this part of study, steel beam finite element model accounts for three exposed sides assuming that top flange is protected as well as beam ends. Model simulation for thermal transient analysis gives temperatures distribution at time 20 minutes as shown in Fig. 7(b).
Validation of the thermal model is done against experimental fire furnace test P5 [21] performed among several ones at the Polytechnic Institute of Bragança to evaluate the behaviour cellular beams under fire condition. The section is made from hot rolled IPE220 steel profile with 600 [mm] length with circular holes cut directly into the web as represented in Fig. 8.

A ceramic mat layer of 50 [mm] is applied on top and the beam ends also insulated by an equivalent ceramic mat to avoid the heat transfer from the ends, as can be seen in Fig. 9.
The steel temperature evolution of the test was measured by the attached thermocouples. Comparison of temperature evolution with the thermal finite element model would be on the web post temperatures at the thermocouples T2 and T8. The finite element model in ANSYS has given good prediction for temperature evolutions as by the thermocouples Fig. 10.

![Graph showing temperature evolution over time](image)

Figure 10. Tg-ISO curve, Tfurn-Temperature inside the furnace T2, T8 Thermocouples temperatures, ANSYS-FE steel temperatures

6. THERMAL–MECHANICAL MODEL SIMULATIONS

6.1 Temperature fields on steel beams
A thermal model as presented above is adopted with a refined finite element mesh taken around holes in the finite element model generated. FE Heat transfer into parent solid and open-web steel beams with circular and hexagonal openings of various sizes and locations along their beam length, Fig. 2, is simulated and analyzed using ANSYS software [29] to work-out the temperature field. The steel beams are exposed on three sides assuming that top flange will support a concrete slab and temperature in a steel member isn’t evenly distributed within the across section. Finite element heat transfer simulations yield non-uniform temperatures because of the actual boundary conditions and web thickness. A parent solid beam IPE500, four cellular beams with different number of openings and two castellated beams, see Table 1, are simulated according the thermal model presented above (§5.2).

Temperature contours for IPE500 parent section is shown in Fig. 11 and temperature evolutions at upper, lower and web sections are plotted against Eurocode in Fig. 12.
Temperature contours for CELL10 and CELL12 cellular beams and HEX10 and HEX12 castellated steel beams are shown respectively in Fig. 13(a), (b) and Fig. 14(a), (b). Limiting times and limiting temperatures for all the remaining cases are reported separately in Tables 3 and 4.
6.2 Mechanical behaviour of beams with web apertures
In the mechanical model, the thermal finite element SHELL131 is switched to structural finite element SHELL181. The steel beams are simply supported with pinned-rolled end conditions under uniformly distributed applied loads with no lateral torsional buckling. For the simply supported solid-beam (parent) the FE ultimate load of 123.3 kN/m is scaled by 0.6 representing the fire load level $\eta_{fi}$.

For beams with web apertures several fire load levels $\eta_{fi}$ (1.0, 0.8, 0.5, 0.6, 0.4 and 0.2) are considered for different cases, Table 1. Simulations using the temperature fields generated at thermal analysis stage include thermal properties variation with temperature rise and account for nonlinear material and large displacement behavior.

Finite element model boundary conditions and von Mises stress contour are presented in Fig. 15 to 19 for solid beam (parent), cellular beams CELL10 and CELL12 and for castellated steel beams HEX10 and HEX12 respectively.
Figure 16. Cellular beams CELL10, ($\eta=0.6$): (a) Structural FE Model CELL10, (b) Failure due to Vierendeel bending (von Mises plastic strains)

Figure 17. Cellular beam CELL11 ($\eta=0.6$): (a) Stress contour, (b) Failure due to Vierendeel bending (von Mises plastic strains)

Figure 18. Cellular beams CELL12, ($\eta=0.6$): (a) Structural FE Model, (b) (C) Web-Post failure (von Mises plastic strains)

Figure 19. Cellular beams, CELL13 ($\eta=0.6$): (a) Stress contour, (b) Web-Post failure (von Mises plastic strains)
7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For the case of solid beam parent element thermal analysis results is presented and a comparison is made with analytical approach. The finite element thermal transient analysis shows steel temperature curves on both flanges and web which are plotted against Eurocode3 steel section uniform temperature Fig. 12. It shows that the finite element model produced a realistic thermal response in which EC3 curve fits perfectly well with the web time-temperature evolution curve. Thermal analyses on beams with web apertures have shown that the web posts formed between openings have experienced a further increase in temperature relative to the solid parent beam and values for a reference time of 600 seconds
are shown in Table 2. For mechanical analyses for solid beam, the shell finite element model is based upon transient thermal analysis producing non-uniform temperatures within the beam cross-section and resulted in a higher critical temperature of 705°C compared to 626°C of EC3 simple calculation. The corresponding limiting time is 16.6 minutes with a maximum vertical displacement of 27.4 cm.

For the case of cellular beams, the study considers different number of apertures referred to as CELL10, CELL11, CELL12, CELL13, resulting in different spacing ratio α which obeys to the prescribed geometry limitations. The Eurocode calculation procedure using ACB+ software considering plastic resistance criteria produced critical temperatures for these cases and are presented in Table 3 for a fire load level \( \eta_{\text{fi}}=0.6 \).

Table 2: Temperature in the web at a reference time of 600 sec

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solid beam</th>
<th>Cell10</th>
<th>Cell11</th>
<th>Cell12</th>
<th>Cell13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature in the web (°C)</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>617.4</td>
<td>599.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: ACB+ critical temperatures for cellular beams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Critical Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Fire load ( \eta_{\text{fi}}=0.6 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Cell10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opening section</td>
<td>571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web-post</td>
<td>680</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The corresponding limiting temperatures from finite element models, Table 3 are higher compared to critical temperatures from ACB+ analyses. Results from thermo-mechanical analyses considering the cellular beams mentioned above and castellated beams HEX10, HEX12 for several fire load levels, in the form of plotting of mid-span vertical displacements variation with time are presented in Figs. 22, 23 and 24. For global bending the vertical displacement at mid-span is the displacement considered when defining failure. One can observe that the mid-span deflection increased gradually and linearly with time up to a certain temperature, beyond which it falls due to higher loss in strength at higher steel temperature.

When making comparison between the critical temperatures based on the numerical analysis numerical the temperature of the web between openings is used. Limiting times, limiting temperatures and mid-span vertical deflections are summarised in Table 4 and Table 5.
Figure 22. Mid-span deflection with varying time and different load levels for cellular beams CELL10, CELL11

Figure 23. Mid-span deflection with varying time and different load levels for cellular beams CELL12, CELL13

Figure 24. Mid-span deflection with varying time and different load levels for castellated beams (a) HEX10 (b) HEX12
The plots show that the limiting times and hence the critical temperature of beams depends on the load level and on the number of openings perforated along the span. Figs. 16(b), 17(b) 18(b) and 19(b) show the von Mises plastic strain contours and von Mises stress contours at elevated temperatures for different opening spacing corresponding to different web posts widths. One can observe the formation of plastic hinges touching the four angles of the apertures which corresponds to a Vierendeel failure mode for cellular and castellated beams, CELL10, CELL11 and HEX10 with high $\alpha$ values Figs. 16, 17 and 20. For smaller $\alpha$ values however and as the web post width gets narrow for the case of CELL12, CELL13 and HEX12, web post failure is depicted Figs. 18, 19 and 21.

For the later this is confirmed from Table 4 and Table 5 which shows that for smaller $\alpha$ values CELL12, CELL13 and HEX12, the mid-span deflection is relatively lower suggesting that a local failure has occurred elsewhere in the web-post. This is due to a higher steel temperature effect exceeding 600°C Table 4 and Table 5, where the steel has less than half of its design strength and its Young’s modulus is reduced to about 20% of the room temperature value, Fig. 5.

Plots of mid-span deflection Fig. 25 considering the cellular beams parametric study, shows that the fire resistance decreases with the opening spacing ratio $\alpha$. A comparison of fire resistance of cellular and castellated beams is illustrated in Fig. 26 which shows that the cellular CELL12 performed compared to the castellated beam HEX12 while its opening area is slightly greater. The finite element analysis shows higher critical temperatures compared to those produced by the design models of ACB+ which are reasonably conservative.
5. CONCLUSION

The behaviour of steel beams with web apertures under fire condition is complex and the aim of the paper is to present a numerical investigation to evaluate their performance at elevated temperature using ANSYS software. Finite elements models using shell elements were developed to work out major design parameters in terms of critical load, limiting time, critical temperature and mid-span deflection encountered during the structural beam response under fire. The simulations helped to monitor these parameters in fire condition considering both material and geometrical non-linearity. At room temperature the cellular beams were satisfactorily checked for both to plastic and instability resistance criteria using ACB+ design tool. Under elevated temperatures the finite element thermal analysis shows that web post temperature is higher than in the solid beam and that it gets extra heat from the hole edge. Thermal-mechanical finite element analysis predicted Vierendeel bending failure for two cases with higher α values. In the other two cases which both have narrower web posts, web post failure is the most critical. Simulations on cellular beams showed that they have better fire resistance compared to castellated beams with the same number of openings. In the studied cases one can conclude that for any beam with closely spaced openings failure in fire will in most cases be caused by failure of the steel web, it is therefore important that the steel web temperature need to be controlled. The assumption of web post failure criteria need to be considered for fire resistance elevated temperature as steel loses its stiffness with a higher rate than its strength. The study also shows also that the ‘550°C’ default limiting temperature is inappropriate for cellular beams and the available design software ACB+ based on room temperature design models predict critical temperature which can be considered as conservative.
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